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What Can be bridged from 
government intelligenCe 
to the CommerCial World?
Andrew Beurschgens, EE

robert gates, 15th 
director of the us 
central Intelligence 
Agency (cIA) described 
competitive intelligence 
as “the knowledge and 
foreknowledge of the world 
around us, the prelude 
to presidential decision 
making.” A previous uK 
networking event (giese 
2011) focused on the roles 
and the responsibilities of 
the executive Intelligence 
Officer in the private 
sector and asserted 
that government-based 
intelligence was structured, 
hierarchical and illustrative 
of a discipline that did not need to be explained. 

with such a hypothesis to be tested, it provided the 
uK competitive Intelligence Forum an opportunity to 
compile the great and the good in the panel [see sidebar 
1] to discuss the challenges facing the commercial market/
competitive intelligence practitioner and what can be 
bridged from government intelligent practice. A discussion 
took place on LinkedIn ahead of the event which was 
brought into the panel to bring out these seven learnings 
for the corporate practitioner.

1. GOVERNMENT DOES NOT HAVE ALL THE BEST 
EXECUTION 

while Malcolm Baker applauded the uK intelligence 
functions, he contentiously kicked off by stating that 
myths and legends surrounding it were not true. There 
have been sufficient examples of intelligence failures, 

ranging from the rise 
of the nazis through to 
Afghanistan, all resulting 
in post intelligence 
failure reviews to state 
that the intelligence 
function needed to be 
professionalised. Aim 
strategic Management’s 
Paul Brelsford supported 
Malcolm’s assertion 
based on experiences in 
Afghanistan. Intelligence 
failings are prevalent driven 
by the fact that humans 
are involved and when 
people are involved, biases 
creep in. It is these biases 
which are present in both 

government practice and corporate world that will lead to 
intelligence failures in both camps.

2. A CLEAR DEFINITION OF INTELLIGENCE IS 
IMPERATIVE

The conclusion from the LinkedIn forum was that 
intelligence had a clear definition within the government 
arena: the definition that opened this article is often 
used within government intelligence circles. each of 
the panellists agreed that it was more difficult to define 
a definition in the commercial world which is driven by 
different corporate cultures and structures, but each of 
them agreed that it needed to be defined. 

The LinkedIn discussion stated that each of the 
contributors could possibly define intelligence in the 
corporate world. what was inferred from the panel 
however was for intelligence professionals to define 
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SIDEBAR 1: THE PANELISTS

Suki Fuller is a Strategic Intelligence Advisor 
and also a Senior Analyst with DC Analytics with 
more than seven years experience internationally. 
She has experience gained across all sectors of 
the intelligence profession from National Security 
and Law Enforcement to Competitive Intelligence. 
Suki has been an invited speaker to numerous 
international intelligence organisations: China 
Institutes of Competitive Intelligence (CICI), Strategic 
and Competitive Intelligence Professional (SCIP), and 
International Association for Intelligence Education 
(IAFIE). Suki is a graduate of the elite Mercyhurst 
University Intelligence Studies Programme and served 
in the United States Army Reserves for twelve years.

Malcolm Baker held a senior position in the 
UK police service for 30-years before forming his 
own strategy and risk consulting company. He has 
extensive experience in risk, crisis and consequence 
management in the Homeland Security domain. 
Malcolm led the first UK team to support and liaise 
with the US authorities following 9/11, managing 
information and intelligence requirements for the UK 
in the aftermath of the attacks on the World Trade 
Center.  He holds a Masters Degree in Resilience and 
is a Fellow of the Chartered Management Institute, a 
Fellow of the Royal Society of Arts, Manufactures and 
Commerce, a Professional Member of the Institute 
of Operational Risk, as well as an Associate Fellow 
at the Royal United Services Institute for Defence 
and Security Studies in Whitehall and a member of 
the London Chamber of Commerce Defence and 
Security Committee. Malcolm developed the Concept 
of Operations for the Olympic Delivery Authority to 
manage fast time information flows during London 
2012 Olympic and Paralympic Games.  He is a regular 
conference speaker both within the UK and abroad. 

Paul Brelsford held a senior position as an 
Intelligence Manager and Chief Information Broker 
in Defence Intelligence for 23 years, before becoming 
the Director of Professional Intelligence Management 
Services at AIM Strategic Management. He has 
served in many operational theatres across the globe 
on diverse intelligence assignments, ranging from 
strategic to tactical level roles. Paul has briefed senior 

political, military and multi-national intelligence agency 
figures on intelligence matters. He established the first 
UK Defence Intelligence Information Services at the 
Land Forces Intelligence Fusion Centre (Afghanistan). 
Paul also holds an MA in Intelligence and Security, the 
Defence Intelligence Senior Analysts Certificate from 
the UK Defence School of Intelligence, and is a Fellow 
of the Chartered Management Institute.

Richard Shearing is the European Partner for 
Williams Inferences Services, an American business 
intelligence provider for the last 40 years. His 
particular expertise is in providing clients with 
insights into changes in human and market behaviour 
based on anomalies and inference. Richard is able to 
apply his experience from a career path started in the 
military, followed by various management consultancy 
roles in the Public Sector, Central and Local 
Government then both large and small companies in a 
range of industry sectors and the City.  He has an MA 
in Business & Public Sector Strategy, is a Fellow of the 
RSA, and an active member of the Intelligence Corp 
Association.  Richard is a former presenter at the UK 
Competitive Intelligence Forum’s Networking Event 
Series (Shearing 2010).

Dan Schnurr is a Fellow of the Royal Institution of 
Chartered Surveyors with over 20 years experience, 
providing aerial imagery, mapping and intelligence 
to numerous clients including national intelligence 
agencies. He is currently working as Director 
of Strategy at Blom UK and Technical Director 
of Geospatial Insight Limited. Blom is a leading 
government framework contractor to Defence 
Geographic Centre, Joint Forces Intelligence Group 
and the Metropolitan Police. Geospatial Insight is a 
new company, focused on intelligence services for 
finance, business and consulting markets. Dan is one 
of first survey professionals in the UK to use imagery 
intelligence (IMINT) and measurement & signature 
intelligence (MASINT) for competitive intelligence 
applications.

Source: UK Competitive Intelligence Forum
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intelligence. That was certainly the message from Monika 
giese in a previous networking event (giese 2011). don’t 
let others define it for you and state it in an active language 
relative to the commercial success of the practitioners’ 
company.

3. PLACE THE DECISION-MAKER IN THE MIDDLE 
OF THE INTELLIGENCE PROCESS 

The panellists challenged the national Intelligence 
Model [see sidebar 2] as a blueprint that should be 
adopted into corporate practice from the government. 
resilience’s Malcolm Baker stated that any intelligence 
process should place the decision maker in the middle 
of the process, not typically at either end of the 
process – defining the priorities and consuming the 
recommendation – the so what from the analysis relative 
to the decision at hand. dc Analytics’ suki Fuller and 
Mercyhurst university Alumni added that the priorities 
ought to be analysed around competing hypotheses to 

ensure that it was analysis being produced and not just 
information [see sidebar 3].

Paul Brelsford stated that any corporate intelligence 
programme should be focused on the explicit answer to 
this very direct question: what top five things do you 
need to know to allow you to move either your strategic 
or marketing plans to the next stage, and their desired end 
destination. 

All panellists were in agreement with Malcolm 
Baker’s perspective that intelligence programmes should 
be focused on icebergs. These are not the issues that will 
impact the business above the (water) line, but those 
hidden below. The Titanic did not get hit by the iceberg 
above the water, but by the size and scale of the iceberg 
below the waterline. williams Inferences’ richard shearing 
brought in the concept of the Black swan, a metaphor that 
describes an event or several events that is a surprise to 
the observer, has a major impact and after the fact is often 
inappropriately rationalised with the benefit of hindsight.

SIDEBAR 2: THE NATIONAL INTELLIGENCE MODEL

The National Intelligence model (NIM) is an intelligence-led Business Model used by the Police Forces in the UK to gather 
and manage information in order to make the most effective decisions.  The NIM was devised by the National Criminal 
Intelligence Service and adopted by the Association of Chief Police Officers Scotland in 2000.  Essentially, the model 
professionalises the intelligence discipline by facilitating the identification of priorities and the allocation of resources.

The NIM is structured through a regular pattern of meetings and emphasises three key factors: Priorities, Resources and 
Results

Priorities. The development and analysis of information/intelligence enables a deeper understanding of crime and non-
crime issues and the identification of priorities (i.e. existing problem areas or emerging trends).

Resources. Effective decision-making is guided by the identified priorities. Finite resources and information gathering 
activities are coordinated and tasked to these areas, which pose the most significant threat to the public, the community 
and the organisation. 

Results. The outcome of each tasked activity is evaluated and fed back into the system, which continually develops exiting 
intelligence, increases the force’s ability to tackle identified problem areas and facilitates the assessment of force priorities. 
The outcomes of the National Intelligence model include:

•	 Increased community safety 
•	 Reduced crime 
•	 Controlled disorder 
•	 Controlled criminality 

Source: Grampian Police
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4. COMMUNICATING INTELLIGENCE HAS THREE 
OBJECTIVES

Aim strategic Management’s Paul Brelsford reminded 
the audience of the three objectives of communicating 
intelligence:

•	 reduce uncertainty
•	 add value 
•	 provide a predictive judgement   

Malcolm Baker added that one of the objectives of 
communicating the intelligence is to make the decision-
maker look intelligent. suki Fuller shared two items from 
her training at Mercyhurst, namely how to write in short 
form and to draft executive summaries in two sentences. 
The corporate world is not so rigid and it is made up of 
qualitative inferences and should be played within the 
context of where that company is going. 

williams Inference’s richard shearing’s straw poll 
of the audience concluded that Market/competitive 
Intelligence programmes are staffed by 2-8 people. 
given this people imbalance relative to practicing in the 
corporate world, there is a requirement to communicate 
instant and snappy opinions and focus more on the 
context of the practitioner’s audience/forum/meeting/
decision-maker’s style than stick rigidly to the academic 

doctrine. The panel was in agreement that the corporate 
world would not tolerate the government training received 
relative to words of estimated probability. would ‘likely’ 
mean a probability of 55%-70% accuracy in the corporate 
world?

5. A TRAINED SKILL SET FOCUSES ON 
PREDICTIVE, WHITE SPACES TO REDUCE RISK

dc Analytics’ suki Fuller shared how she moved 
into intelligence – she took advantage of the third type 
of profile for intelligence, namely one that can collect 
primary intelligence given their comfort with people and 
an ability to pick up the phone and talk to people of all 
hierarchies to ethically elicit the information required. suki 
stated that the two other forms of analyst were those who

•	 liked to provide structure and were found to be 
happier in government positions. 

•	 preferred a more hands-on role, and so found 
themselves in law enforcement. 

•	 what separates intelligence practitioners from others is 
their innate ability to identify the white spaces. 
 
Again richard shearing challenged that the world 

was indeed not logical and so required a skill set that did 

SIDEBAR 3: ANALySIS OF COMPETING HyPOTHESES

Analysis of Competing Hypothesis (ACH) is a process for refuting hypotheses. Typically analysts choose what they 
intuitively suspect is the most likely answer, and then examine the gathered information looking for support. Analysts can 
overlook that evidence that may be supportive of alternative explanations. According to Fleisher and Bensoussan, ACH 
techniques allows for a procedural loosening of the dominant thought processes.

Hypothesis 1 Hypothesis 2 Hypothesis 3 Hypothesis 4

Evidence 1 + - + -

Evidence 2 + + + +

Evidence 3 N/A - + -

Evidence ... - - + -

(Source: Fleisher, Bensoussan 2007)
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not build jigsaw puzzles. he implied intelligence does 
not know what picture to build before the practitioner 
embarks on the collection and the analysis, but to build 
the picture in the first place from disparate sources. scIP’s 
relationship with the Academy of competitive Intelligence 
provides an example of a globally recognised certification 
programme to increase the levels of training among 
practitioners to increase the discipline’s recognition in the 
eyes of the corporate world.     

6. EVOLVE TO LISTEN IN THE CHANNELS WHERE 
yOUR CUSTOMERS ARE COMMUNICATING 

Blom’s dan schnurr stated that technology should be 
leveraged as a means to an end rather than an end in itself. 
he finds himself having to educate both government and 
commercial clients on the value of leveraging technology, 
in particular imagery (A picture is worth a thousand 
words), as well as new approaches to collection and 
analysis. he also reminded the audience that bias comes 
into the lack of clarity through technology like imagery, 
not just through verbal communication of intelligence. 
The rest of the panellists agreed that imagery has a role 
to play and that it has proved invaluable in identifying 
breakthroughs in government intelligence activities on 
both sides of the Atlantic. It had also been leveraged in 
inconclusive instances of intelligence creation as well.

Audience interaction brought up the value of social 
media and its role in detecting additional insights in 
what is increasingly becoming markets overloaded 
with information. dan schnurr claimed that corporate 
practitioners should stay close to the channels in which 
their customers are communicating. Malcolm Baker 
reminded the audience that community policing is 
benefitting from social media to close local cases. 

richard shearing added that at times even technology 
cannot assist. he recounted an anecdote of where he 
was involved in looking for a specific base which was 
detected by a sudden change in fortune of a town’s football 
results.....the local team benefitted from a sudden influx 
of naval servicemen who were based close by!  The panel 
was in agreement that without the right approach social 
media just adds to ‘the bits’ and should be an additional 
channel for company practitioners to think about counter-
intelligence initiatives and practices.

7. DEFINE VALUE USING BOTH TANGIBLE AND 
INTANGIBLE STORIES 

The panel appeared to be sceptical around hard 
and fast rules regarding measurement of competitive 
intelligence in the corporate world. within the 
government sphere it was measured around blood and 
treasure, claimed Paul Brelsford – what was lost in terms 
of lives and what was gained in terms of position or 
otherwise. The forever challenging richard shearing even 
questioned what more specific roles did and how they were 
measured on traditional balance sheets. 

Malcolm Baker believed that market/competitive 
intelligence can be measured relative to whether the brief 
was answered or not, and very tangible outcomes, as well 
as a need for some intangible anecdotes. dan schnurr 
stated that the use of imagery did provide some very 
tangible outcomes, without which some events in the 
recent past concerning us operations overseas would not 
be as successful as they were. Proving that the intelligence 
added to the ability of the organisation to make money – 
append a monetary value – was always a positive rOI.

SO WHAT FOR THE AUDIENCE?
The LinkedIn forum discussion concluded the 

sentiment from the panel debate succinctly. For too 
long competitive intelligence has tried to bridge what 
it has practiced from the government context into the 
commercial world. The focus ought to continue to be how 
market/competitive intelligence can be anchored around 
the context of the forever changing corporate world, be 
that at a strategic or operational level.

Attendees left this networking meeting with some 
fresh tips to apply at work, given the deep understanding 
of the panel all now applying their expertise in the 
corporate arena. The panel compare summed up several 
next day actions for the audience: 

•	 define market/competitive intelligence in your 
business relative to your audience and context. 
Translate it to benefits on how it is brought alive and 
then specifics around projects that have 
 delivered the mission statement.

•	 Place the decision-maker in the middle of the process, 
not on the periphery.
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•	 Focus on reducing uncertainty, value adding analysis 
to support a judgement.

•	 Maintain your education agenda through formal 
training, networking events or  – if your learning 
style prefers – active titles from those reviewed on the 
uKcIF website.

•	 Adopt a listening approach in the channels where your 
customers communicate and meet.

•	 ensure you can define value through tangible and 
intangible stories.

NETWORKING EVENT SERIES
The scIP recognised uK International Affiliate, the 

uK competitive Intelligence Forum (uK cIF), hosts a 
series of networking events. These events bring together 
practitioners from all corners of the discipline: service 
providers, consultants, academics and practitioners. 

The series aims to increase the understanding and 
awareness of desired themes and take the discipline 
to different business practices through co-hosting 
opportunities with other professional organisations 
and membership bodies as well as with scIP’s uK-
based members. It is about creating an environment to 
discover, enhance, exchange and problem solve. Previous 
networking events’ discussion themes and presentations 
can be downloaded from its website after registering at the 
site by setting up a username and password.

The uK competitive Intelligence Forum is grateful 
to all the panellists, without whom there would be neither 
a networking event nor the creation of a rich exchange 
of ideas and learnings. It is very rare that the panellists’ 
request to stay in touch to continue to learn from each 
other post the event. The opportunity to speak at these 
networking events is open to anyone, united Kingdom-
based or just passing through, subject to meeting the 
growing list of event topics. engagement with attendees 
is around five themes, centred on case studies: innovative 
integration of cI within the business, professional growth 
in competitive intelligence, analysis in action, managing 
information overload, and communicating with impact.

we encourage others to come forward to introduce the 
group to new perspectives, experiences and learning. what 
links all the prospective speakers and panellists, irrespective 
of their background or role within the competitive 

intelligence profession, is a passion for the discipline. 
Along with all the volunteer speakers to date and those 
that have yet to take advantage of the opportunity, they 
are all unique examples of characters continuing to fix the 
discipline more firmly on the map!  what is the next step?  
register your interest and details with info@ukcif.co.uk 
to explore speaking opportunities and/or to be proactively 
kept abreast of forthcoming events in the uK.
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